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To,
Advisor (BB&PA)
Telecom Regulatory Authority of India
Mahanagar Door Sanchar Bhawan
Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg (Old Minto Road)
No. Regln/1-4/2011/5784

dated:13.06.2020
(Kind Attention: Shri S.K. Singhal)

Sub: Consultation Paper on “Review of the Regulatory Framework for Interconnection.”
Please refer to this office letter of even number dated 03.07.2019 vide which comments of BSNL
on the Consultation Paper on “Review of the Regulatory Framework for Interconnection” were submitted.
In view of evolving technological structure of wireline network, BSNL has reviewed its submission as
comments to the said consultation and has felt the need to have flexibility with respect to mandate of
having Wireline to Wireline POIs only at SDCA level for future connectivity while retaining the existing
interconnection levels at SDCA level.
2. It is requested that while working out any new framework for Interconnection of Wireline Networks the
followings may be considered:
a)

The existing interconnection between two Wireline Networks should continue to be at SDCA level
as BSNL has already incurred expenditure for the infrastructure as per existing regulations to
facilitate the SDCA level connectivity to other TSPs of wireline services. If annual infrastructure
charges are not continued on existing SDCA POIs, BSNL will have to incur losses, as the
infrastructure will not be used in future as well. However, for new interconnections, the
interconnecting operators may be given flexibility to interconnect at SDCA or LDCA level
depending on availability of their network elements. The wireline operator providing service in an
SDCA is expected to have sufficient infrastructure at least at LDCA/district level, therefore in case
of non-feasibility of POI at SDCA (from the new operator) where the services are scheduled/planned
to be started by the new operator, the connectivity may be allowed at LDCA level. In such cases,
BSNL considers providing the POI at LDCC instead of SDCC. However, in such cases BSNL should
be allowed to charge the cost of carrying the calls from LDCC to SDCC or vice versa by defining
suitable carriage charges per minute of use.

b)

BSNL has been operating and maintaining PSTN exchanges at SDCA level and it has incurred huge
expenditure to provide connectivity to other TSPs. As the existing license conditions and regulatory
framework expected BSNL to provide POIs to private operators at SDCA level, BSNL has continued
to plan and roll out its network in such a way that it is technical feasible for BSNL to have POIs at
SDCA level and for which BSNL had made substantial investment over the years. The networks
cannot be expected to migrate to new layout with sudden change of interconnection rules. Therefore
it is submitted that the new arrangement should have no impact on the existing POIs to protect
existing investments. The existing POIs at SDCA level should continue to exist.
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